
SUMMER
SKI CAMP

English 



An extraordinary experience for young skiers who
want to spend unforgettable moments in the crazy
scenery of the Les Deux Alpes glacier.

The camp aims to offer the perfect mix of fun,
training and outdoor adventures.

WELCOME TO THE
LARA COLTURI
SUMMER SKI CAMP!

Really cool



You will have the unique opportunity to receive
valuable advice directly from Lara Colturi's
coaches and from Lara herself, the youngest
active World Cup athlete, and already among the
best.

LARA
Behind the scenes



TRAIN AND
LEARN WITH
LARA
A unique camp

Immersed in the lively and friendly atmosphere of the camp,
girls and boys will have the opportunity to ski together, sharing
laughter and excitement on the snow. But it's not all fun: you
can train with Lara and her coaches to improve your technique
and gain new knowledge.

In addition to ski sessions led by the same coaching team
that follows Lara, the camp offers various outdoor activities.
From scenic hikes to sporting challenges, there is
something for all tastes and abilities. 
There will also be no shortage of moments to relax and
share, including games, movies and more.
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Les Deux Alpes 

" Since I was very little, I have always spent the
summer in Les Deux Alpes, coached by my parents,

who still follow me today.
 Here, and with them, I have always found the ideal

conditions to grow as an athlete, having fun, between
skiing and the many afternoon activities available."



The team

Daniela Ceccarelli
Coach and national instructor
Olympic Champion Salt Lake City 2002 SG 

Alessandro  Colturi
Coach and national instructor 



SUMMER SKI CAMP LARA COLTURI
Accommodation for five nights with full board in multiple room at
Hotel Aalborg. 

Five days of ski passes and ski lessons in the morning hours on
skiing technique, giant slalom and slalom training with video
footage analysis and opportunity for equipment testing.
 Lara's presence is guaranteed for at least two ski training
sessions. 

Group sports and recreational activities are planned each
afternoon, from beach volleyball games to dry training sessions
in the gym, with practical advices and guidance on Lara's and the
team's experience. Before dinner, presentations on topics such
as pre-race routines, course inspection, equipment, nutrition.
Lara's presence is guaranteed for at least two afternoon
activities.

Accommodation 

Skiig

Afternoon activities



DATES

From June 9 to 14 
(skiing from 10 to 14)

From June 16 to 21
(skiing from 17 to 21) 



INFOS

Summer Ski Camp is open to girls and boys with birth year 2008 to
2011. 
The accommodation is planned at Hotel Aalborg for five nights, full
board, in multiple rooms.
Price: 1150 Euros
Price without meals and accommodation: 800 Euros

Age group and prices

Summer Ski Camp is for girls and boys of different languages. A
good opportunity to learn a few words or improve French, Italian or
other languages while having fun.

Languages

For family members who would like to be present at the camp, it is
possible to stay at the same accommodation, in single room, full
board.
Price: 500 Euros

Family



SEGRETERIAGOLDENTEAM@GMAIL.COM 

Booking :


